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Abstract
The aim of the present work is to propose a generalized approach
to derive the closed-form solution for three-dimensional
aerodynamic admittance (3D AAF), which can describe the
spatial distribution of the lift force on streamlined bridge decks in
turbulent flow. Using Rinber’s three-dimensional theory, the
solutions presented herein are only dependent on the empirical
coherence models corresponding to the lift force and turbulence.
Therefore, the problem of 3D AAF became an issue of
experimentally determining a more accurate coherence model of
the lift force. Therefore, an empirical coherence model is
experimentally proposed by introducing the reduced separations
associated with the characteristic lengths of body and the length
scales of turbulence, taking the effects of three-dimensional
turbulence on the spatial correlation of the gust-loading into
consideration. It should be noted that the derived results are semianalytical solutions due to the floating parameters in those
coherence models. Notwithstanding, it provides us with an
explicit insight into the effects of flow three-dimensionality and
allows us quantitatively study the unsteady behavior of the lift
force on streamlined bridge decks.

Originally, the 3D AAF was proposed to study the threedimensional problem of a finite aerofoil in homogeneous
turbulence by taking the spanwise variations into account [9],
which was derived from thin-wing theory and represented
essentially a generalization of Sears’ results to wings of finite
span. A more general formalism of the problem for application to
three-dimensionally varying turbulence was suggested by Ribner
[11]. The mean-square lift caused by a homogeneous turbulent
field can be represented as a superposition of plane sinusoidal
waves of all orientations and wavelengths:
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where k is the wavenumber vector having components k1 ,
k 2 , k3 in the x, y and z directions respectively. For a surface of
 2
infinitesimal thickness,  k
reduces to
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Aerodynamic admittance is of great significance in studying the
unsteady behaviour of the lift forces on bluff bodies in turbulent
flow. The topic is of interest for streamlined bridge decks. The
key point of this study is the description of the three-dimensional
spectral tensor of the lift in Fourier-space, as well as the
derivation of analytical solutions for the 3D AAF that retain most
of the information regarding the three-dimensional effects of
turbulence.

Inspired by Ribner’s suggestion, Graham [3] numerically
calculated the exact two-wavenumber aerodynamic admittance
(3D AAF) based on lift-surface theory for an aerofoil of infinite
span length due to the gusts with arbitrary horizontal wavevectors
( k1 , k 2 ), which can describe the three-dimensionality of lift force.
Independently, Filotas [2] derived an approximate close-formed
expression for the two-wavenumber aerodynamic transfer
function of a aerofoil passing through an inclined sinusoidal gust,
which was accurate in the high-frequency limit or very lowfrequency limit.

In practical gust-loading problem, a strip-theory assumption [1] is
usually adopted, wherein the spatial correlation of the turbulence
is used to describe the three-dimensional properties of the lift
force. It is well known that the strip-theory assumption becomes
more accurate when as the length-scale of the turbulence
increases. However, published experimental studies [4-8] show
that the lift force is more correlated than the turbulence when the
length scale of the oncoming flow is not large compared with the
characteristic length of the body. In modern bridge engineering,
the width of the streamlined bridge deck (≈20-50 m) is
approaching the length scales of the vertical gusts (≈30-50 m),
which requires a more accurate three-dimensional model for the
gust-loading. In fact, this three-dimensional problem relies on the
exact description of the aerodynamic admittance in the spectral
tensor of the lift, since the aerodynamic admittance is generally
regarded as the aerodynamic transfer function of a linear timeinvariant system.

With respect to the lift on streamlined bridge decks, the potential
theory is certainly not an option due to the complicated
separation of flow. The problem of the 3D AAF is a classic one
which has attracted considerable attention. In previous studies, it
was found that the 3D AAF of streamlined bridge decks was
influenced by the characteristic length of body and the integral
length scales of turbulence. Thus, the empirical admittance model
was experimentally obtained using the mathematical regression
method [6]. The goal of the empirical model focus on predicting
the buffeting response instead of revealing the effects of flow
three-dimensionality on the spatial distribution of the unsteady
lift force. In the preceding paper [7], we developed a general
approach for numerically obtaining the two-wavenumber
spectrum and admittance of the lift on thin aerofoil in gridgenerated turbulence, which is highly accurate in comparison
with Sears’ and Graham’s theoretical results. It should be noted
that the above approach can be applied to bluff bodies with
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complicated cross-sectional shapes. In the present paper, we will
extend this work from a numerical solution to an analytical
solution.
The aim of the present work is to propose a generalized approach
based on Ribner’s three-dimensional theory, yielding the closeform expressions for the 3D AAF of lift on streamlined bridge
decks in turbulent flow. This approach consists of two steps. The
first step focuses on experimentally parametrizing the coherence
of the lift by taking full account of the spanwise variations of
turbulence. The second is to present the close-form expressions
of lift admittances using the proposed coherence model,
following which the three-dimensional effects of the turbulent
flow can be studied by means of the second-order spectral tensor
method.
Mathematical model
Before discussing the closed-form solution for the 3D AAF of lift
in turbulent flow, we introduce the three-dimensional
representation of the lift force on bluff bodies in Fourier-space
developed in Li et al. [7]
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respectively the two-wavenumber coherence of lift, longitudinal
and vertical velocity fluctuations.
The one-wavenumber spectrum of lift force at arbitrary strip
along the span of the bridge deck can be obtained from twowavenumber spectrum by integrating out the variable k 2 , thus
(5)

The one-point spectra of the turbulence can be obtained similar to
equation (5). With respect to streamlined bridge decks, we know
that the lift coefficient is negligibly small when the attack angle
is zero, which indicates that it is reasonable to neglect the
contribution of u component of wind fluctuations. Thus, equation
(3) reduces to
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Substitution of equation (6) into (5) yields the one-point spectrum
of lift force, we have
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where the generalized one-wavenumber AAF is defined by

(7)

(8)

Now, we turn to the key part of the theoretical approach in the
present work, i.e. an equilibrium equation that associates the 3D
AAF with the empirical coherence models corresponding to lift
and vertical wind fluctuations respectively. Substituting
equations (7) and (8) into equation (4), the equilibrium equation
is given by:
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Inspired by Mugridge’s 3D AAF model of a thin aerofoil, we
assume that the 3D AAF of streamlined bridge decks can still be
expressed in terms of the two-dimensional admittance in
transversely fully correlated gusts (2D AAF) and corresponding
correction factor as follows:
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is the correction factor to the 2D AAF. This

assumption is reasonable since the 2D AAF are only dependent
on the reduced frequency similar to Sears’ function [8]. Of
particular note is the fact that at k2 =0 , equation (10) reduces to
2D AAF, which suggests that the correction factor
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longitudinal and vertical velocity fluctuations respectively,
SL  k1  , Su  k1  and Sw  k1  correspond to the one-point







FL  k1 , k2   1 at k2 =0 . Similarly,

where  , U, b are respectively the air density, mean wind
velocity, semi-chord length of the body, C L , C D and C L' are
the lift, drag coefficients and lift slope respectively, and
Su  k1 , k2  , Sw  k1, k2  are the two-wavenumber spectra of
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is the correction factor in generalized one-

wavenumber AAF. Comparing equations (10) and (11), the
following relation can be obtained
2

2
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Therefore, it is obvious that the 3D AAF only depends on the
empirical coherence models related to lift and turbulence.
Empirical coherence model
To investigate the effects of large-scale turbulence on the
spanwise correlation of lift acting on streamlined bridge decks,
the wind tunnel tests were carried out in an extreme large closecircuit-type wind tunnel with a 22.5 m (width) 4.5 m (height)
working section (XNJD-3). The maximum wind speed is 17 m/s
and the turbulent intensity is less than 1% under smooth
oncoming flow. The large-scale turbulence is generated by spire
23 m upstream of the model, 0.50 m wide at the base, 0.07 m at
the top and 4.3 m high. The lateral separation between two
adjacent spires is 2.8 m. The tests in the wind tunnel were
typically conducted at a mean wind speed of 9.6 m/s. The flow
field characteristics were measured by a Cobra Probe as shown in
figure 1. Two sets of probes were used to measure the spatial
correlation of the u, v, and w components of the wind fluctuations
simultaneously. The tests were carried out at the position, without
the rigid model in place. The sampling frequency was set at 256

Hz for a sampliing time 180 s. The characcteristics of fllow
nditions for the spire-generatedd turbulence aree listed in table 1.
con

n fact, the ratio
os of B/D and B Lxw play a dominant role in
In
deetermining the spanwise corrrelation of gusst-loading on bluff
b
bo
odies. Based on
n an in-depth analysis, a gen
neralized approoach
waas proposed by
y introducing thhe reduced sepaarations to takee the
efffects of B/D and B Lxw into cconsideration as
a follows:
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Figu
ure 1. Measurem
ments of the spirre-generated turbulence using Coobra
Prob
be.
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Figu
ure 2. Cross-secttion of the modeels investigated with three differrent
geometry scales and the arrangement of the taps.

Integral leength scales

turbulence intensity

Lu (m)

Lv (m)

Lw (m)

Iu (%)

Iv (%
%)

Iw (%)

0.975

0..348

0.209

11.0

9.2
2

9.0

Tab
ble 1. Characteristtics of the spire-ggenerated turbulen
nce.

Sectionaal models

Gs=
=50

Gs=75

Gs=90

Widthh (B/m)

0.8840

0.560

0.466

Heightt (D/m)

0.0090

0.060

0.050

Tab
ble 2. Dimensioons of the three sectional mod
dels with differrent
geometric scales.

To study the effeccts of characterristic length of the girder and the
length scales of gusts on the spatial
s
distribu
ution of buffetiing
ments in differrent
forcces, it is necessary to conduuct the experim
flow
w fields. In thee previous studdies, it is found
d that the ratioo of
inteegral scales oof turbulence and characterristic lengths of
stru
uctures is of significance in determinin
ng the spanw
wise
corrrelation of the bbuffeting forces. However, it is
i not easy to onnly
chaange the integraal scales of spirre-generated turrbulence providded
thatt the turbulentt intensities arre kept constan
nt. To solve tthis
pro
oblem, the guust-loading onn three sectional models in
abo
ovementioned sspire-generatedd turbulence, with
w the geomettric
scaales of the moddels (Gs) changged from 50 to 75 and 90, w
were
measured. The crross-sections sttudied were ty
ypical streamlinned
brid
dge decks as shhown in figure 2. The aspect ratios
r
of the thr
hree
models (B/D) are kkeep 9.3 and thhe characteristicc lengths are lissted
in table 2. The ddynamic force measurementss were conduccted
usin
ng simultaneouus measuremennts of unsteady surface pressuures
on six chord-wisee strips of the section modelss. The fluctuatiing
pressures on the seections were measured
m
synchronously by DM
MS340
00 pressure scaanners. The secctional fluctuating forces can be
obttained by integgrating the presssures over thee strip. The wiind
tun
nnel tests were ttypically conduucted at a mean wind speed of 9.6
m/ss.

Fig
gure 3. The corrrelation coefficie
ients of lift on the
t sectional moodels
vaarying with reduce
ed separations.

Ass shown in figu
ure 3, the reduuced separation is proved to be
b of
high accuracy and
a
can be aapplied to imp
prove the preesent
em
mpirical coherrence models.. In this paaper, the douubleex
xponential coherence model [88] is adopted forr instance, whicch is
ex
xpressed as follo
ows:
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wh
here a1, a2, a3 and
a c1, c2 and c33 are non-dimen
nsional parameters.
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he experimentaal results indicaate that this em
mpirical cohereence
model is of high
h accuracy, whhich ensures th
he reliability off the
ollowing solutio
ons for 3D AAFF. For simplicity, the coherencce of
fo
wiind fluctuation
ns is described by Jakobsen’s model, whicch is
given by
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Th
he two-wavenu
umber coherennce of the abo
ove two empirrical
models are listed as follows
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Fin
nally, substitutioon of equationss (21) and (22) into
i
equations ((12)
and
d (13) yields thee correction facctors for 3D AA
AF, we have
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Thu
us, the semi-annalytical solutioons for 3D AAF
F can be obtainned,
as shown in figuure 4. It shouuld be noted th
hat the approaach
pro
oposed herein iss still valid as the
t empirical model
m
replaced by
oth
hers, such as Kim
mura’s model.

reasonable mann
ner but also maathematically provides
p
us wiith a
more insight into
o the physical nnature of the spaatial distributioon of
the lift force on a bluff body in tturbulent flow field.
f
In additioon, it
sh
hould be noted that the propoosed approach is
i also valid ass the
co
oherence modell replaced by otthers, which allow us to extennd it
to line-like structtures with compplicated cross-sectional shapess.
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